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08 Abstract

09 This chapter describes a modeling methodology to provide the main characteristics of a
10 simulation tool to analyze the steady state, transient operation, and control of steam
11 generation processes, such as heat recovery steam generators (HRSG). The methodology
12 includes a modular strategy that considers individual heat exchangers such as: econo-
13 mizers, evaporators, superheaters, drum tanks, and control systems. The modular strat-
14 egy consists of the development of a numerical modeling tool that integrates sub-models
15 based upon first principle equations of mass, energy, and momentum balance. The main
16 heat transfer mechanisms characterize the dynamics of steam generation systems during
17 normal and abnormal operations, which include the response of key process variables
18 such as vapor pressure, temperature, and mass flow rate. Other important variables are:
19 gas temperature, fluid temperature, drum pressure, drum’s liquid level, and mass flow
20 rate at each module. Those variables are usually analyzed with design predicted perfor-
21 mance of real industrial equipment such as HRSG systems. Finally, two case studies of the
22 application of the modeling strategy are provided to show the effectiveness and utility of
23 the methodology.
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01 1. Introduction

02 Electric energy production and conservation has become a key technological challenge in the
03 development of nations to promote their steady and healthy socioeconomic development. Also AQ01,
04 the new technological developments to support Industry 4.0 and Internet of Things (IoT) require
05 the solution of medium scale system models to optimize the performance of energy sources
06 remotely by the incorporation of site-specific performance indices Ref[..]. Nowadays, the most
07 common electric energy production process uses heat exchangers to transfer their calorific
08 energy from flue gases to water-vapor that impinge prime movers connected to electric genera-
09 tors. The gas turbine is one of the best option in quick load following combined cycle power units
10 due to their low costs in initial investment, operation, low emissions, and low reaction time or
11 response time in generating electric energy from scratch. In this case, two-third of the mechanical
12 work is used to self-power the operation of the turbine system and the rest can be used to
13 generate electric energy. This characteristic produces an estimated efficiency between 25 and
14 45% [1] in gas turbine systems. Thermal and energetic engineering has developed methods to
15 increase the efficiency in energy generation processes such that residues of a particular process
16 can be used to drive another heat exchange process, and therefore, this technique is called
17 cogeneration. The most common cogeneration technique takes advantage of the residual heat of
18 a gas turbine to produce useful thermal energy loaded to vapor or heated air, and then, this
19 energy is used in other industrial processes to increase electric energy production.

20 An example of vapor production uses a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG). Figure 1
21 shows a HRSG and its components, where the inlet illustrates the hot gases coming from the

Figure 1. Example of a horizontal HRSG [2, 3] in energy transfer processes.
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01 gas turbine. The hot or flue gases transfer heat to different tube banks driving water as the
02 working fluid and its pressure and temperature increase until reaching the required operating
03 predicted performance conditions. This chapter discusses a methodology to develop and
04 simulate models of steam generation processes in steady state and transient conditions from
05 the stand point of thermos-hydraulics. The methodology can produce good simulation tools to
06 evaluate system operation in startup, shutdown, stand by, and load changes during useful
07 equipment life. Examples of modeling efforts are discussed with basic configuration of boiler
08 furnaces and HRSG that includes economizer, evaporator, and super-heater modules. More-
09 over, the methodology proposes a modular approach strategy such as the one depicted in
10 Figure 2.

11 The technical literature shows models that permit the evaluation of transient processes in
12 boilers and vapor generators. Those models are based in first principle thermo-hydraulic
13 equations and some of the most important ones are discussed as follows. Mansour [4] studies
14 the prediction of transient behaviors of combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plants and
15 describes mathematical models of the dynamic behavior of the main components in the
16 combined cycle process. His study describes the heat transfer equations of superheater, evap-
17 orator, and economizer that allow him to develop a numerical model and simulation system.
18 His results are validated with field measurements from a power unit in Egypt. Dumont [5]
19 describes models for HRSG in boilers “once-through” without drums. The economizer, super-
20 heater, and evaporator models are lumped in one complex main super-model, which is com-
21 plex and difficult to differentiate individual component output variables. Dieck-Assad [6, 7]
22 presents the development of a boiler model departing from first principle equations. This
23 chapter adopts methodologies used in [6, 7] to model drum-evaporator systems considering
24 specific modular control volumes and state variables that describe the dynamics of the energy
25 transfer process from flue gases to the working fluid.

Figure 2. Modular strategy in modeling a steam generation system [4].
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01 2. Modeling methodology

02 The first principle equations used to develop a steam generation process model require sim-
03 plifications and assumptions that limit the scope and application for which the model is
04 created. Also, if control system optimization is desired, a performance index is defined and
05 the accuracy predictions should be within tolerances defined by the amount of improvements
06 expected by the original application goals.

07 For instance, a HRSG consists of a tandem of heat exchangers such that their mathematical
08 modeling uses the governing equations from heat transfer, fluid dynamics thermal properties
09 of tube materials, and thermal properties of water. The heat exchange physical phenomena
10 involve nonlinear models that produce complex equation systems to represent a typical heat
11 exchange process. In predicting the steady state and transient operation, the governing equa-
12 tions require a set of assumptions and considerations such as:

13 • The hot (flue) gases inertia is neglected.

14 • Heat loss around a heat exchanger control volume is not considered.

15 • The combustion gases flow has a uniform homogeneous distribution across the tube
16 interchange area.

17 • The combustion gases coming from the turbine are considered to behave ideal at a
18 pressure of 1 atm.

19 • The tubes in a distributed arrangement are identical, in other words, the water-vapor
20 mass flow rate divides among the number of tubes leaving the header and the quantity
21 of flue gases between tubes is the same.

22 • The following considerations are made at each module: at the economizer, the water
23 flowing is at saturated liquid conditions, in the evaporator, we assume two phases at
24 saturated conditions, and in the superheater, only superheated steam is considered except
25 for the control volume of the attemperator system.

26 2.1. Heat exchangers

27 The gas flow coming from the turbine has also a pressure loss through the heat exchange
28 process, however, this work focus on the internal behavior of the heat exchange fluid, and
29 therefore, the velocity, pressure, and composition of flue gases are the same as the entering
30 conditions to the first module. The superheater and economizer are considered as large heat
31 exchangers where the flue gas follows trajectories similar to the ones shown in Figure 3. The
32 water flows through a series of tube banks, which are aligned in normal directions to hot gases
33 flow coming from the turbine. The tube banks are parallel among them and they are tied
34 together with U tube connections as shown in Figure 3.

35 Figure 4 shows the traversal view of the tube bank heat exchange structure. This traversal
36 view is composed by small control volumes represented in Figure 5. The energy equations in
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01 the x-y plane for gas, water, and metal have been reported in [4] and they are shown as
02 follows.

03 For gas:

ð1Þ

Figure 3. Multistage crossing flow heat exchange structure for economizer and superheater [4].

Figure 4. Traversal view representation of a heat exchange surface control volumes at modules of typical heat transfer
tube surface (Plane x-y) [4].
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01 For water:

ð2Þ

02 For metal:

ð3Þ

03 Every tube element is treated as a system group due to the fact that the Biot number (the ratio
04 between the conduction heat transfer to convection heat transfer over the body surface) is less
05 than 0.1. The rate of heat transfer from the hot flue gases to the metal tube is:

ð4Þ

06 The rate of heat transfer from the tube walls to the internal fluid (water/steam) is determined as
07 follows:

ð5Þ

08 Eqs. (1) and (3) describe the heat transfer mechanism between the tube banks for the heat
09 exchanger and have the characteristic of a parabolic partial differential equation. In order to
10 discretize the equations, the back in time implicit Euler’s center space (BTCS) method was
11 selected. This method is very stable both in time and space, and the step sizes in time and space
12 have no restrictions to assure a good solution [5]. This method approximates the partial
13 differential equation with finite differences between points as illustrated in Figure 6, where
14 “t” is time step and “i” is the space step.

Figure 5. Control volume representation numerical meshes modules in typical heat transfer surfaces [4].
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01 This way, an approximation to the partial differential equation is reached by finite differences,
02 where each partial term of Eqs. (1)–(3) is represented by:

ð6Þ

ð7Þ

03 where θ represents any of the properties and ϕ any of the parameters.

04 Using the tube representation of Figure 4 and establishing the numerical mesh from Figure 5,
05 the following algebraic equations describe the heat transfer at the tube Banks:

06 • For flue gas

ð8Þ

07 where,

ð9Þ

08 • For metal

ð10Þ

09 where,

Figure 6. Scheme for the BTCS implicit method [22].
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ð11Þ

01 • Water/vapor

ð12Þ

02 where,

ð13Þ

03 Ordering the algebraic representation of those equations for each of the discretization points,
04 we can obtain a tri-diagonal matrix, which is solved using a standard Gauss elimination
05 algorithm [8]. Therefore, this procedure allows us to evaluate the temperature behavior of the
06 tube bank at each time step, in other words, its transient behavior.

07 The heat transfer coefficient between the flue gas and the tube bank structure is obtained using
08 the Zukauskas correlation [9] as follows:

ð14Þ

09 where the coefficients B, C, and D are calculated according to the Reynolds number as
10 described in Table 1.

11 where the Reynolds number is evaluated under maximum velocity conditions between tubes:

ð15Þ

12 In the case of heat transfer between the tube walls and the water/vapor fluid, we can use the
13 Dittus-Boelter correlation for convection heat transfer as follows:

ð16Þ

14 where n = 0.4 when the tube is at higher temperature than the working fluid (cooling) and
15 n = 0.33 when the tube is at lower temperature than the working fluid (heating).
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01 2.2. Thermodynamic properties

02 The thermo-physical properties of the working fluids and flue gases that participate in heat
03 exchange processes change with respect to temperature and pressure. Therefore, the thermo-
04 dynamics properties model describes the water/vapor and hot gases behavior at different
05 temperatures. The International Association of Properties of Water and Vapor, IAPWS, [10]
06 proposes equations distributed in regions of thermodynamic state as illustrated in the pressure
07 (p) versus temperature (T) diagram shown in Figure 7.

08 The simulation model integrates routines for the water thermodynamic properties, which are
09 based and published in IAPWS-IF97 [10], “Release on the IAPWS Industrial Formulation 1997
10 for the Thermodynamic Properties of Water and Steam”. For the thermodynamic properties of
11 turbine waste gases, one can use the polynomials published by Yaws [11], which describe the
12 behavior of each component in terms of temperature.

13 The heat transfer capacity in the tube banks is determined by the thermal conductivity, specific
14 heat and density, which depend upon the operating temperature of the material. The ASME in
15 “2001 ASME Boiler and Pressure Bessel Code, Section II – Materials” [12] describes and
16 classifies the materials, which have similar behavior due to their chemical composition and
17 their thermodynamic properties are shown as a function of the working temperature.

Staggered arrangement

Reynolds B C D

10–500 1.04 0.4 0.36

1000–200,000 (Pt/Pl < 2) 0.35(Pt/Pl)^0.2 0.5 0.36

1000–200,000 (Pt/Pl > 2) 0.4 0.6 0.36

>200,000 0.022 0.84 0.36

Line arrangement

Reynolds B C D

0.4–4 0.89 0.330 1/3

4–40 0.911 0.385 1/3

40–4000 0.683 0.466 1/3

4000–40,000 0.193 0.618 1/3

40,000–400,000 0.0266 0.805 1/3

E Coefficient Nbeds-> 1 2 3 4 5

Line 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0

Staggered 0.64 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0

Table 1. Coefficients for the Zukauskas correlation [9].
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01 2.3. Drum-evaporator circuit

02 The evaporator consists of the thermal furnace system that includes drum tank, downcomer
03 tubes, and riser tubes. The fluid circulation can be natural, assisted, or forced. Figure 8 shows
04 an evaporator thermal circuit that operates with natural water/steam circulation.

05 The numerical modeling of both control volumes, C.V.1 and C.V.2 shown in Figure 8, uses the
06 proposed equations by Dieck [6, 7], where the following assumptions are made:

07 • The mass flow rate that enters the downcomers (mdc) equals to the mass flow rate received
08 by the drum tank through the feedwater (mec).

09 • The water/steam flow circulation thru the risers and downcomers is constant.

10 • The liquid water at the drum tank is in saturation.

11 • The drum is a perfect cylinder.

12 • The feedwater flow to the drum coming from the economizer is at saturated liquid-water
13 conditions.

14 The liquid level at the drum is obtained as follows:

ð17Þ

15 The drum pressure is obtained as follows:

Figure 7. Distribution of thermodynamic property regions for modeling equations by IAPWS [9].
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ð18Þ

01 The previous equations are complemented using the following Energy balance from the hot
02 flue gases to the water steam as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Energy balance at the evaporator.

Figure 8. Typical evaporation circuit.
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ð19Þ

ð20Þ

ð21Þ

ð22Þ

ð23Þ

01 To obtain the combustion gas temperature at the evaporator exit, the following equation can be
02 used:

ð24Þ

03 Eqs. (15) and (16) describe the behavior of the drum-evaporator system in terms of the
04 absorbed heat by the evaporator, the drum feedwater flow, and the vapor leaving the drum to
05 the superheated system.

06 2.4. Shrink and swell model

07 In some steam generators, changes in temperature and pressure in the evaporator system
08 produces an unbalance condition that generates a reverse effect in the drum level when
09 increasing load conditions [7]. This phenomenon is called shrink and swell due to the vapor
10 bubbles generated in the drum tank that generates the rise and drop of the drum level value.
11 To model this effect, a first order transfer function term equation is proposed as follows:

ð25Þ

12 where Δh is the drum level adjustment, τ is the bubble transit time to the drum liquid surface,
13 W fe is the feed-water flow, Wsh is the steam flow output to the high temperature exchangers
14 such as the superheater, s is the complex frequency variable (s = jω), and K is a constant of the
15 model in sec/Kg. This equation assumes that the bubbles are lumped into a volume section of
16 the drum cylinder and Eq. (27) describes a first order behavior in transporting this volume to
17 the very top of the liquid surface.

18 2.5. Control system model

19 The predicted performance of the HRSG expects the use of a three element drum level control
20 system in the evaporator. This will allow a smooth control in the drum tank dynamic behavior.
21 The configuration is based upon three process variables that are measured during the HRSG
22 operation: output steam flow, drum liquid level and feedwater flow. The control system model
23 assumes the use of PID controllers for the three element control system. Other possibilities
24 exist and can be substituted by the PID algorithms.
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01 The standard PID model is as follows:

ð26Þ

02 where the discrete formulation is:

ð27Þ

03 The first PID controller sets the demand for drum level that is compensated by the feedforward
04 signal from the steam flow as shown in Figure 10. The compensated demand signal for drum
05 level is compared to the measured feedwater flow signal to obtain the error signal that feeds
06 the second PID controller that activates the feedwater valve actuator. Therefore, the use of
07 three process signals: drum level, steam flow, and feedwater flow in the HRSG decreases the
08 expansion and contraction behavior in the drum liquid due to sudden changes in steam load.
09 Summarizing the drum level control includes the first PID controller, which determines the
10 liquid level demands, and the second PID controller, which determines the feedwater to the
11 drum tank.

12 The feedwater flow is controlled by modifying the cross sectional area of the valve, which is
13 the percentage of opening. The following equations illustrate this controlling action.

ð28Þ

14 The steam flow, flowing out of the drum tank, is also modifying using the percentage of
15 opening, however, this controller does not follow the liquid level signal, but the drum pressure
16 of the HRSG. Figure 11 shows how the drum pressure signal, that generates a demand signal,
17 which is feedforwarded by the steam flow, obtains the demand for the vapor actuator valve.
18 The following equations show the controlling action for the actuator of steam valve.

Figure 10. Drum level control system diagram.
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ð29Þ

01 Figure 12 shows the steam temperature control system that uses vapor attemperation to
02 regulate the main steam thermal conditions going to the superheater system. The system
03 compares the steam temperature at the superheater 2 outlet with the set point to generate the
04 error. Then the PID controller generates the demand signal to open or close the spray valve,
05 which brings water/vapor at lower temperature than the superheat leaving the drum.

Figure 11. Drum pressure control system diagram.

Figure 12. Steam temperature using feedwater attemperation. Control system diagram.
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01 3. Simulator development

02 Once the equations have been derived, a computer simulation model is developed to initiate
03 the test of the steam generation system predicted performance both, in steady state and
04 dynamic conditions. One of the objectives is to validate a modular simulation feature that
05 permits a fully integration of blocks when additional components are added to the system.
06 The simulation tool would be useful to provide predicted performance behaviors for a wide
07 variety of system configurations based in elementary modules such as preheaters, econo-
08 mizers, evaporators, superheaters, and reheaters. Figure 13 describes the general operation of
09 a typical computer simulation program where the main computing blocks and variables are
10 described. Further details on the simulation blocks and programs can be found in Ref. [16].

11 3.1. Case study 1: Modeling and simulation of an industrial boiler

12 An industrial boiler was modeled and simulated having a traditional PID control strategy. The
13 boiler under test was a VU � 60 Industrial system that produces 180,000 pounds of steam per
14 hour [7]. The mathematical model of the plant was a scaled version model of the one obtained
15 for a thermoelectric unit [6]. The model represented only the behavior of the drum-evaporator
16 system having a combustion process with a simplified control system and a three element
17 boiler feed-water controller. The simulations were performed using the SIMULINK® shell
18 running under the MATLAB® platform.

19 The computational model obtained is compared with the measurements from the real boiler at
20 steady state as well as during transient conditions. In steady state, four steam loads were
21 studied and they are shown in Tables 2–5. In all cases, a small steady state error is observed

Figure 13. Computer simulation flow diagram.
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01 for the feed-water flow. This error might be produced by a purge located before the sensor
02 position. This way the flow will always be higher in the simulation values.

03 The simulation of the transient behavior was performed using a load ramp of 1.9% per minute.
04 The results for the critical variables are shown in Figures 14 and 15. The error in the feed-water
05 flow is due to a non-minimal phase effect that was not replicated exactly in themodel simulation.

Table 2. Measurement vs. simulation comparison for a load of 56 � 103 lb/h.

Table 3. Measurement vs. simulation comparison for a load of 65 � 103 lb/h.

Table 4. Measurement vs. simulation comparison for a load of 135 � 103 lb/h.
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01 3.2. Case study 2: Modeling and simulation of HRSG

02 This case shows a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) operating at different ramping
03 conditions and then settling a steady state operating. The modular simulation methodology
04 permits a full integration of blocks when additional components are added to the system. The
05 simulation tool provides predicted performance behaviors for a wide variety of HRSG config-
06 urations based in elementary modules such as preheaters, economizers, evaporators, super-
07 heaters, and reheaters. Further details on the simulation blocks and programs can be found in
08 Ref. [16]. Tables 6 and 7 shows the dimensions and geometries of the system.

09 The case in point describes the behavior of a load rejection from 100–75% in the turbine gas
10 capacity, by making reductions in the amount of combustion gases as well as in their

Table 5. Measurement vs. simulation comparison for a load of 170 � 103 lb/h.

Figure 14. Drum level behavior and error comparing simulation and measurements.
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01 temperatures. Table 8 shows the how the variables change in the 900 seconds test. The control
02 system generates corrective actions in order to sustain the liquid level and drum fluid pressure
03 at the predicted performance. Table 9 compares the simulated experiment results with the

Figure 15. Feedwater flow behavior and error comparing simulation and measurements.

Table 6. Geometric configuration of the drum tank.

Table 7. Geometric configuration of the heat exchanger elements in the HRSG system.
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01 predicted performance for the superheater systems. Table 10 compares the simulated experi-
02 ment results with the predicted performance for the evaporator and economizer systems.

03 Table 9 shows a 1.56% difference between the simulated steam flow at superheater 1 from the
04 steady state predicted performance at 100% load. This result is due to a slight overestimation
05 of the steam temperature at superheater 3 that induces the control system to inject spray water
06 to regulate the steam temperature according to the reference value. Table 10 shows also an
07 overestimation of feedwater temperature at economizer 2. This temperature difference is 3.3%
08 higher than the predicted performance for the HRSG system. However, those differences are
09 well within the desired specifications of similar computer simulation systems. At the 75% load

Table 8. Variations of temperature, mass flow and pressures for 100–75% ramp.

Table 9. Comparison between initial and final loads for a download change from 100–75%.
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01 a hot flue gases temperature error of 4.07% above the predicted performance is obtained from
02 the computer simulation.

03 4. Conclusions

04 This chapter presents a methodology of a modeling and simulation of the steam generation
05 process conceived as a development tool that permits the evaluation of different operating
06 conditions of Industrial Boiler and HRSG systems. The objective is to support critical engineer-
07 ing decisions with respect to design, fault evaluation, and integrated analysis. Also, the simu-
08 lation system allows the development of simulation exercises about interest scenarios to
09 determine important multivariable cause-effects in both, industrial boilers and HRSG systems,
10 without exposing the equipment to harmful and costly operative tests.

11 Two case studies are shown with validation tables both, in steady state and dynamic condi-
12 tions. Even though the mathematical models are simplified, the results provide enough preci-
13 sion to study very complex dynamical behavior of this multivariable thermal process. Results
14 show a difference of less than 5% with respect to the manufacturer’s predicted performances in
15 critical values of drum pressure, steam flow, steam temperatures, and hot flue gases flow. The
16 numerical stability of the simulation behaves well due to the robustness of the discretization
17 methodology and numerical methods used in the simulation model. The simulation model
18 generates accumulated discrepancies and errors between 2 and 5% in temperature errors for
19 the heat exchanger models such as economizers and superheaters. The drum pressure follows

Table 10. Comparison between initial and final loads for a download change from 100 to 75%.
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01 the main steam demand as expected and the hot flue gases have a slight overshoot when the
02 ramp ends at full nominal load. The controller showed a good performance maintaining the
03 drum liquid level steady during all simulation exercises. Finally, the modular approach used
04 can be expanded to include different geometric configurations and operating conditions, as
05 well as different tuning alternatives for the control system.

06 Glossary

08 area (m2)

09 specific heat at constant pressure (J/kg K)

10 specific heat at constant volume (J/kg K)

11 diameter (m)

12 error as a function of time

13 transfer function

14 gravity (m/s2)

15 heat recovery steam generator

16 entalpy (J/kg) or heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K);

17 proportional gain

18 length (m)

19 mass (kg)

20 mass flow rate (kg/s)

21 number of tube beds (or levels)

22 number of tubes per bed

23 pressure (bar)

24 longitudinal step (m)

25 transversal step (m)

26 molecular weight (kg/moles)

27 Prandtl number

28 heat transfer rate (W)

29 radius (m)

30 Reynolds number
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01 time (s)

02 temperature (K)

03 integral time constant (s)

04 derivative time constant (s)

05 specific internal energy (J/kg)

06 velocity (m/s) or volume (m3)

07 specific volume (m3/kg)

08 coordinate x or vapor quality

09 volumetric fraction

10 coordinate y or level (m)

11 friction coefficient

12 roughness (m)

13 flow resistance coefficient

14 specific heat ratio,

15 efficiency

16 change

17 thermal conductivity (W/m K)

18 density (kg/m3)

19 dynamic viscosity (Pa s)

20 Abbreviations

21 EVAP high pressure evaporator

22 ECAP high pressure economizer

23 TEF inlet fluid temperature

24 TSF outlet fluid temperature

25 TEG inlet gas temperature

26 TSG outlet gas temperature

27 SCAP high pressure superheater

28 Sub-indices

29 refers to compound

30 refers to downcomers
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01 refers to drum tank

02 refers to economizer

03 refers to internal fluid

04 refers to the transfer from fluid to metal

05 refers to gas

06 refers to the transfer from gas to metal

07 refers to hydraulics

08 refers to internal

09 refers to liquid water

10 refers to metal

11 refers to a mixture

12 refers to external

13 refers to riser tubes or refers to reference value

14 refers to superheater

15 refers to water vapor

16 refers to water header

17 refers to the main steam valve

18 refers to the feed-water valve
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